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Location

The Brod claims are 5-1/2 kilometres south-east of Watson Lake on the north bank of the Liard River. They may be reached by an hour's walk south from the Alaska Highway or as an alternative, by boat along the river.

Claims

Two claims are held by Alex Black; Brod 1, YA57123 and Brod 2, YA57124. They expire on the 15th October 1981. These mineral showings have been staked several times in the past; judging by one old post still legible at least as early as 1946. The lead showings downstream have been known since 1888. The present claims were staked to cover the barytes outcropping on the river bank.

Geology

The exposures mapped along the north bank of the Liard at 1:500 scale constitute the only outcrop on the claims on that side of the river.

The lithologies exposed are black slate of presumably Cambrian-Ordovician age, with two pyritic dacite dykes. The slate shows a well developed cleavage which strikes north-easterly and shows dips from 80° south-west to 50° north-west across the length of the exposures. Bedding is discernable in a few localities and shows gentle folding and moderate dips.

Pyrite-rich bands up to 10 cm thick occur in places within the slate. A few transgressive pyrite veins parallel to cleavage were also seen. Several barytes veins are found in the slate from 10 cm to 2 metres width. They generally follow the attitude of the cleavage but are locally irregular. The thicker veins retain their size over only a few metres strike-length whilst the thin veins may be traced for 10 metres or so. These thinner veins are of
pure, white barytes while the thicker, more irregular bodies carry some quartz and fragments of country-rock.

Potential - Recommendations

As a barytes prospect the Brod claims have very low tonnage potential since the widest vein (around 2 metres) quickly narrows along strike or forms anastamosing irregular thin veins with much country-rock between. The individual purer veins are only a fraction of a metre thick and no great amount could be mined from them.

Because of accessability it would be possible to mine a few tens of tons of barytes from the showing with little cost or difficulty late in the summer season when the river level is low or even during early spring when the river has considerable ice thickness.

Perhaps the potential of the property might be enhanced if any significant base metal mineralization is found on the adjoining claims in stratigraphically lower position.

If further work is desired the various veins should be blasted out and representative samples taken to determine the grade of the barytes.

Expenditures

Mapping: 29th September 1981

T. Liverton 1 day at $100  $100.00
A. Black 1 day at $ 80  80.00
vehicle use 1 day at $ 50  50.00
report preparation 1 day at $ 25  25.00
$220.00
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